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Data journalism has finally edged its way into mainstream practice. 

High-profile writers like Nate Silver--who a few short years ago would have probably 
been described as a sabremetrics or polling "quant"--have helped make the wonky 
nature of spreadsheets, empirical analysis and predictive models en vogue in the news 
business. 

The practice, though, of applying social science methods to report news dates back to 
Phillip Meyer in the 1960s, directing the actions of a survey team in Detroit and then 
using a mainframe to answer questions about the socioeconomic situation of riot 
participants. 

Still, there's some sense that the field has crossed a threshold and gathered a critical 
mass. What's been long known as computer-assisted reporting is now one hallmark of a 
serious news organization, something that sets it apart in its coverage and makes it 
worth paying for.  

"If we're going to survive, it's going to be on hard-hitting, investigative, data-oriented 
reporting," said Jeff Kelly Lowenstein, a journalism instructor at Columbia College 
Chicago. "I think more folks (in charge) feel that way." 

This critical mass is inviting new groups to plunge into this type of reporting and is 
pushing others with more experience to expand their data prowess. Their roles and 
relationships with their respective newsroom vary, but certain themes are common--
they have found the upside to a proliferation of inexpensive tools for data analysis, used 
powerful online presentation to tell better stories, and evangelized CAR within their 
organizations. 

News outlets find themselves in a world where the models for executing data journalism 
are as wide-ranging today as the techniques. Where regional dailies may have opted in 
the past for a single specialist or two who helped shepherd data-heavy stories to 
publication, some outlets started grouping the many subspecialties of data expertise 
and web development into their own dedicated teams five or six years ago. 

This is partly due to the expanding umbrella of CAR over last decade, which has grown 
to pull in disciplines like software development and machine learning that simply 
weren't dreamed of in the 1990s, a time of x86 computer processors and data files 
buried in reels of magnetic tape or on floppy disks.  

Some of the expansion has to do with a swift decline in the cost, which for a long time 
was a significant barrier to entry in the field. Ryan McNeill, a data journalist at Thomson 
Reuters, recalled combing through old invoices totaling thousands of dollars when he 



worked at the Oklahoman for specialized computing power and the right software to 
crunch electronic information. 

"It was just staggering, the cost," McNeill said. "And this was damn near a decade ago, 
and I remember being shocked at the price then." 

The need to purchase high-dollar software licenses for specialized programs like SPSS is 
more largely unnecessary today. Many widely-used, open-source programs for data 
visualization and analysis are freely available to anyone with an internet connection. 

The other major advent in CAR is that programming for the web is a far more important 
skill in newsrooms than it used to be. News brass have realized that outstanding online 
presentation, strong interactive components and rich data visualizations can drive traffic 
and keep the audience glued to a screen for much longer periods of time. Those screens 
are also more likely today to sit in the reader's pocket than on a desk, requiring even 
more development know-how, but beefing up these abilities can translate into more 
revenue. As these disciplines have become more entwined with traditional CAR, the 
people involved--who aren't always journalists--are bringing in new ideas about the craft 
and storytelling. 

"The role of coders and developers being seen as a more important and sometimes 
integral part of the newsroom--that's been a big change," Kelly Lowenstein said. 

This movement online has also put pressure on data journalists to stay on top of 
developments in the field. The path isn't as clear as it once was. McNeill likened the 
number of necessary CAR-related skills to learn today to "drinking from a fire hose." 

"It's a whole different suite of things you're exposed to," said Tony Schick, a reporter at 
Oregon Public Broadcasting. "It used to be, you learn Excel and then you learn Access, 
maybe some mapping and some stats. That all seems pretty manageable from one leap 
to the other. But now it's like there are so many tools and so many different tools 
people are expected to know. And I wonder how it all fits together, and I wonder how 
someone's supposed to know it all." 

Another free resource has helped grow the knowledge base for this kind of journalism--
the internet. As tools and skills have become more closely aligned with software 
development, there are many places to find information that didn't previously exist. 

The NICAR-L email list is still regularly counted on as one of the best sources for learning 
and problem-solving, but tutorials covering the fundamentals of coding or statistics are 
now prevalent. So are message boards like Stack Overflow to troubleshoot esoteric 
software issues.  

"For just about all of the common tasks you'd do in any piece of software, there is 
something out there online," McNeill said. 



We have quickly come to a point where anyone with a computer and a little know-how 
can participate in modern data journalism, and the ease of adoption for basics is inviting 
new organizations to experiment with CAR. 

Some are exclusively online groups that have moved swiftly to fill gaps, finding niches 
that didn't necessarily exist when coverage was more robust. 

Take Honolulu Civil Beat, a recent addition to the online journalism world, forming in 
2010 to focus on public policy journalism in Hawaii. 

Large data-rich projects had not been their forte until reporter Nick Grube started 
examining cases of police misconduct--or the exceedingly limited information available 
about police misconduct available to the public. Years earlier, the police unions 
convinced the governor and the state legislature to withhold many details from the 
public through a legal exemption.  

When Grube starting wading through the legislative summaries he was able to get his 
hands on, it became clear that these accusations of misconduct were anything but 
minor. 

"Just reading through the reports is what made us realize that there was a pretty big 
story here," Grube said. 

He spent weeks going through reports collected from Honolulu's legislative library, 
classifying the brief narratives inside and building a table of misconduct in an Excel 
spreadsheet. By coding the summaries, he could succinctly summarize them into a 
digestible format for the reader. 

As an online-only outfit, part of the task was also finding ways to make the reporting 
resonate with the audience. Civil Beat may have deep pockets because its founder, 
Pierre Omidyar, is a billionaire who also who founded eBay in 1995, but it also relies on 
a subscriber base for support and has a small staff of only six reporters and two editors. 
Grube had normally covered Honolulu city hall, and following this story pulled him off of 
that beat to demand his attention nearly full-time.  

Grube and editor Patti Epler wanted to show the fruits of their labor in an ambitious 
way. But their expertise in presenting data online was a weak spot--they didn't have 
anyone on staff who had the time to learn or execute what they had in mind. 

They turned to software development firm Ikayzo, which counts companies like Sony 
and Bank of America among its clients. 

With Ikayzo's help, Civil Beat created a filterable database online showing the summary 
information of the officer's offense, the year and the number of days suspended from 
duty. One of the big findings in the series was that even with so many heinous 
infractions over a 12-year span, only 12 cops had actually been discharged from the 
force. 



The resulting five-part series and presentation on the web was the biggest traffic driver 
for Civil Beat in 2013 and opened the door for more of these stories in the future. 

"The fact that we did get a lot of traffic from it emboldened us to do some of these 
bigger projects," Grube said. "It showed us that we have the capability to do it, and it 
actually paid off when we did take on something much larger than an intermediate 
investigation."  

Investigative Reporters and Editors has since been in Hawaii for a two-day workshop, 
and that along with the strong response to "In the Name of the Law" has infused the 
newsroom with a respect for data and what it can help the team accomplish.  

"The reporters here have been really inspired to incorporate data into other projects 
and actually the sort of more quick turnaround stories that they do," Epler said. 

While sizable data-related investigations are commonplace at larger organizations, 
some outlets haven't put reporting teams together until recently. 

For years the industry has taken cues from the heavyweights in CAR, like the New York 
Times. Early on, they saw the benefits to having specialist reporters performing data 
analysis. They also had the resources and know-how to execute major investigations 
requiring the use of electronic records, as well as the national reach necessary to tackle 
big stories. In recent years, some of the more expansive outlets have looked to cultivate 
similar abilities. 

McNeill belongs to one of these groups at Thomson Reuters, historically a deliverer of 
financial news and information, which started building a dedicated group of journalists 
in the same way that the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and the Washington Post 
have.  

McNeill reported on the award-winning "The Unequal State of America" series, which 
focused on income inequality in the U.S. and how government policy plays an outsized 
role in increasing disparities. He helped write the last part of the series, "The 
Undeserving Poor," about the lack of safety net options for "able-bodied" poor who 
don't qualify for government programs because they don't have dependent children or a 
disability and how the number of Americans has been rising for years, to its highest 
number since 1992.  

This required extensive analysis of income records of the Current Population Survey 
from the U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, challenging 
because it's a regular survey conducted with a small sample of the population. 

McNeill worked in SPSS to produce custom tabulations for unemployed, childless, 
working-age adults in poverty and their different public assistance income sources, like 
food stamps and cash welfare.  



While he spends most of his time pairing with other reporters in the 2,700-person 
newsroom on series of national import like "Unequal State," it's not uncommon for 
individual CAR reporters on data teams to have the space to pursue their own stories. 

In one instance, McNeill wrote about dozens of locomotives and railcars--some so new 
that the authority hadn't even technically taken delivery of them yet--left in a low-lying 
Kearny, N.J., railway yard during Hurricane Sandy. The area flooded during the storm, 
ruining the equipment. Nine of the engines alone were worth more than $100 million. 

After the authority repeatedly declined to offer up the data it was using to assess flood 
risk, McNeill filed an open records request to obtain the data they used and created his 
own model. 

"It turns out what (the transit authority) had done was modeled the storm going the 
wrong direction, wrong speed at the wrong time, which completely missed the point by 
modeling a storm going out to sea where you wouldn't have as much storm surge 
pushing in," McNeill said. 

Stories like this aren't possible without open data. Journalists working in the United 
States can take for granted that most public records are available in their native 
electronic format. As time has gone on, more of these public data sets move online, 
opening avenues to reporting without the need to even make a formal request. 

Momi Peralta and Flor Coehlo, members of the data journalism team at La Nacion in 
Buenos Aires, function in a different environment. 

"We don't have open data in Argentina," Peralta said. They have to make their own, 
pushing optical character recognition tools and scraping methods to the extreme to turn 
thousands of pages of paper records into stories, digging though the scanned images 
with software like OmniPage to turn words, figures and the occasional printed table into 
semi-structured text. 

"The only limitation is our mindsets," Peralta said. "If we start thinking we don't have 
this FOIA, or we don't have the resources or the economic situation of another country 
... if we think like this, we are dead. We like to think that we are living in another 
country and can do the best of the best." 

It has allowed them to break news on stories like massive transit subsidies in Argentina, 
borne from the their Great Depression between 1998 and 2002, in which companies 
received the equivalent of billions of U.S. dollars in grants to keep bus ticket prices low, 
even though the system is plagued with delays and breakdowns. It has been a 
staggering and barely sustainable burden for the government. 

Peralta's team set up a system to download and scrape text from hundreds of the 
Department of Transportation's PDFs, as well as corporate data showing the size of bus 
fleets. 



In what has mainly been a print-centric universe, many of their fellow reporters are 
starting to come around, no longer seeing data journalism and online presentation as 
something less than the regular written story. 

"Now they are respecting online (reporting) because of the dimensions that data 
journalism has given them," Peralta said. "And they can't do it in print." 

Peralta pointed to the plethora of open tools to aid in storytelling that didn't exist even 
a few years ago that give "power to the journalists" without requiring them to be a 
programmer, like Knight Lab's Timeline JS, data visualization with Tableau and even 
collaborative platforms like shared spreadsheets on Google Drive. 

"The things that put other ways to tell stories more in the hands of everyone, this is 
revolutionary," Peralta said. "This is changing things." 

Another boon to data journalism now is that outfits are more willing to pool resources 
to tell stories. In a landscape of shifting media models, distinguishing oneself doesn't 
necessarily come from aping traditional paths. Groups large and small are more inclined 
to work together toward a common reporting goal. Good examples are the nonprofit 
outlet ProPublica, which frequently joins with major organizations around the country 
to expand its reach. 

Walls have also fallen for organizations like Hoy, where Kelly Lowenstein was the data 
and investigation editor for several years. It doesn't function in a traditional newspaper-
of-records role, and is able to experiment and engage in these kinds of partnerships. 

"The culture and the value of a sort of a 'scoop' that you get that no one else has, that 
perceived value has diminished a little bit and it's a little more let's think about how we 
can work together to deepen the heft and impact of what we do," he said. 

After hosting interns from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and publishing 
Spanish-language translations of stories written through their investigative website, the 
two organizations decided to strike up a partnership. 

They decided to request electronic arrest records from the Urbana and Champaign 
police departments, encompassing nearly 120,000 arrests that had been made between 
2007 and 2011. Kelly Lowenstein performed a very straightforward analysis in Excel, 
comparing arrests with Census data on the make-up of the adult population. 

"We were able to see this very persistent disparity in both communities, where black 
folks were very overrepresented in the number of arrests relative to the population," 
Kelly Lowenstein said. "And in certain quality-of-life crimes like jaywalking, noise 
violations, and loitering, they made up 75, 80--even 90 percent."   

In all, Kelly Lowenstein said the partnership resulted in 20 or 30 published pieces and 
ultimately won an IRE award for the coverage. 



These kinds of partnerships aren't always easy, Kelly Lowenstein noted. It was a large-
scale series of accountability reports, and he was trying to manage many specialized 
roles not only in the reporting and analysis, but video and graphics as well.  

"I think one thing that kept us going, even at some tough moments during the 
collaboration, was a commitment that we want to have a better relationship with 
whoever we with partner with at the end," he said. "And sometimes that makes you a 
little bit more inclined to just be flexible, compromise and listen to where the other side 
is coming from than if you're just focused on the journalistic product." 

CAR is also finding a home at public radio and television stations, mediums that have 
made their own pushes online in recent years and have recognized the value of this type 
of journalism. While Earthfix at Oregon Public Broadcasting is an NPR affiliate station, it 
doesn't typically do the national stories that would allow them to partner with the NPR 
Visuals desk, a renowned data journalism powerhouse. Ultimately, they've opted for 
more of a do-it-your-self model--conducting their own analysis and making their own 
news applications. 

"I think data finally is coming to (public radio) the way that CAR came to newspapers 
awhile ago," Schick said. 

EarthFix only added a data reporter at the end of 2013. The team itself is spread across 
several public stations in Seattle, Idaho and southern Oregon, and centered on coverage 
of Pacific Northwest environmental issues. 

Bringing CAR techniques to environmental coverage can pose its own unique challenges. 
The data isn't always as complete as what journalists doing these sorts of analyses are 
used to. For example, Schick made extensive use of a data set created by a U.S. Forest 
Service researcher that had taken wildfire data from various agencies--notorious for the 
piecemeal way in which it's collected--and standardized it into one cohesive set of 
records. Using the Leaflet mapping platform, Schick built a visualization that showed 
wildfire locations and displayed the acreage of the burn. He also used it for a story that 
found that twice as many acres had burned in the 2000s as the 1990s, at a suppression 
cost that has risen over $1 billion each year. 

Part of his job is also training other EarthFix journalists and building internal tools to 
help them work on their own stories. The team assembles in-person a couple of times 
each year, and Schick has put them all through an Excel training regimen to get them up 
to speed on the basics, like filtering and sorting tables. 

Schick also works in Django, a Python-based web framework that became popular 
several years ago. He used it to create the HTML files used in the wildfire interactive--it 
was a powerful tool that let him spit out all the data at once--but he's also using it to 
standardize the data entry process and give his colleagues access the data sets he works 
with. 



He's currently pursuing a story on fish hatcheries and how they are extremely expensive 
to run and pose a threat to the gene pool of wild fish. By keeping the data in a database 
connected to Django, he can let his reporting partners sift through different views of the 
hatchery data, even if it's unlikely that it will ever see the light of day as a public-facing 
resource.   

"I'm trying to find ways to allow those other reporters to use data without knowing SQL 
and knowing Excel, and Django is a good way to do that," Schick said. 

But more and more reporters are catching on and trying to learn the fundamentals for 
themselves. Attendance has been booming at gatherings devoted to the many forms of 
data journalism, like the annual CAR conference. CAR may grow in complexity as 
techniques evolve, but barriers to the basics continue to fall. It's something we can 
expect to take root in more stories in the years to come. 


